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ABSTRACT

An indirect adaptive system has been constructed for robust control of an aircraft with uncertain aerodynamic characteristics. This system consists of a multilayer perceptron pre-trained neural network, online stability and control derivative identification, a dynamic cell structure online learning neural network, and a model following control system based on the stochastic optimal feedforward and feedback technique. The pre-trained neural network and model following control system have been flight-tested, but the online parameter identification and online learning neural network are new additions used for in-flight adaptation of the control system model. A description of the modification and integration of these two stand-alone software packages into the complete system in preparation for initial flight tests is presented. Open-loop results using both simulation and flight data, as well as closed-loop performance of the complete system in a nonlinear, six-degree-of-freedom, flight validated simulation, are analyzed. Results show that this online learning system, in contrast to the nonlearning system, has the ability to adapt to changes in aerodynamic characteristics in a real-time, closed-loop, piloted simulation, resulting in improved flying qualities.

NOMENCLATURE

\[ C_{m\alpha} \] coefficient of pitching moment due to angle of attack

DCS dynamic cell structure neural network

IFCS Intelligent Flight Control System

PID real-time parameter identification

PTNN pre-trained neural network

SOFFT stochastic optimal feedforward and feedback technique

INTRODUCTION

Advances in computational power and aircraft parameter estimation techniques have introduced the opportunity for real-time online estimation of aerodynamic stability and control derivatives for use in adaptive control. The Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) project, combining the efforts of NASA, academia, and industry, has proposed a set of control systems, estimation algorithms, and neural networks for flight-testing in an effort to show real-time adaptation, allowing for safe, predictable control of an aircraft with uncertain aerodynamic stability and control derivatives.

The software suite currently being tested is comprised of a pre-trained neural network (PTNN) for calculating the baseline aerodynamic stability and control derivatives, and real-time parameter identification (PID) paired with a dynamic cell structure neural network (DCS). These routines provide near real-time estimates of the current aircraft derivatives to the research flight control system. The control system is based on the stochastic optimal feedforward and feedback technique (SOFFT). The complete system is categorized as an indirect adaptive system, because adaptation modifies the aircraft plant model residing in the SOFFT controller, where a direct adaptive system uses feedback signals to generate command augmentation signals. The SOFFT controller was flight-tested in 1999.
using only the baseline derivatives from the PTNN. The PID and DCS software packages are new additions to this system.

This report describes the progression of the stand-alone PID and DCS algorithms into a complete system, including preflight integration and testing with extensive simulation use, and final preparation for open-loop in-flight testing. The history of required modifications and enhancements for the PID and DCS are summarized, in addition to intermediate results and background discussions regarding the tradeoffs and configuration choices. Open-loop results using both simulation and flight data and closed-loop performance of the complete system in a nonlinear, six-degree-of-freedom simulation are presented.

**BACKGROUND**

The IFCS project goal is to develop neural network–based adaptive control systems for flight. A highly modified preproduction F-15B aircraft (Boeing Company, St. Louis, Missouri) with canards, axisymmetric thrust-vectoring pitch and yaw balance beam nozzles, and a full authority digital flight control system was chosen as the test vehicle. For this project, the canards are used for control and assistance with simulating failures, but the vectoring nozzles are not used. An updated avionics package has been added to the aircraft to supply required aircraft parameters, and the experimental software is run in a new airborne research test system known as the ARTS II. In figure 1, the dark lines represent the systems configuration of the aircraft in 1999, and the light lines represent new additions to the system.

Figure 1. System configuration.
In the system shown in figure 1, the PTNN provides the wind-tunnel derived prediction of 26 stability and control derivatives based on flight condition and surface positions. Training is performed on the ground before flight, and the algorithm has no online learning capability. The PTNN is classified as a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network. The training method uses a trust region variation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to optimize the network weights for a minimum mean square error. This method has been used at the NASA Ames Research Center (Moffett Field, California) for prediction of aircraft coefficients during wind-tunnel operations.\textsuperscript{1}

The SOFFT controller uses 26 stability and control derivatives with the aircraft states and pilot inputs to calculate surface commands. The main feature of the SOFFT control design methodology is the separation of the feedforward and feedback portions of the controller to allow fast and smooth tracking response while suppressing noise and disturbances through the use of two different cost functions.\textsuperscript{9,10} The feedforward part of the SOFFT controller uses a pilot selectable command model for achieving specific handling characteristics (that is, frequency and damping). The feedback portion uses an online Riccati solver for stabilization and disturbance rejection. Both the feedforward and feedback portions of the controller rely on aircraft plant models formulated from aerodynamic stability and control derivatives. The ability to modify the aircraft plant model in flight in near real time using updated aerodynamic stability and control derivatives enables this controller to indirectly adapt to uncertain aerodynamics.\textsuperscript{6}

For the 1999 flights, to show the validity of using neural networks in flight, the PTNN derivatives were fed into the SOFFT controller to update the aircraft plant model depending on flight conditions. At this stage no online learning of the neural network existed; the system would only recall estimates of the derivatives from the wind-tunnel data on which the PTNN had been trained. This system performed very well in the lateral axis where the commanded roll rate and actual roll rate very closely matched. In comparing the conventional control system to the PTNN and SOFFT controller, pilots commented that the new controller had similar or slightly improved handling qualities characteristics.\textsuperscript{11,12} Pilots noted degraded handling qualities in the pitch axis and commented that the commands did not track actual rates as well as they did in the lateral axis. The suspected cause of this degradation is a difference between the original wind-tunnel model estimate of $C_{m_{\alpha}}$, based on a previous rectangular engine nozzle design used to train the PTNN, and the current configuration of the aircraft that uses round engine nozzles.

During the phase of flights completed in the spring of 2003, data were gathered for offline testing of the parameter estimation and learning neural network. In the next phase of flights, the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives will be estimated online in real time. The differences between the online estimates and the PTNN estimates will be stored as a function of flight condition with another neural network. This online learning portion of the system will be run open loop on the aircraft, allowing for an initial comparison of the derivatives with the PTNN and postflight analysis routines before closing the loop. In the subsequent flight phase, the online estimates will be used to update the aircraft plant model in the SOFFT controller, thereby closing the loop. At this stage, the ability of the entire system to actively adapt to changing aerodynamic stability and control derivatives can be tested and analyzed.

Identification of the in-flight aircraft stability and control parameters is accomplished using PID, which involves correlating aircraft responses to control surface inputs. Various techniques have been used postflight to calculate the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives, but the IFCS concept requires near real-time parameter identification during flight. The PID technique used for this study is a real-time equation error method that operates in the frequency domain called Fourier transform.
A few properties of the PID algorithm must be considered. First, the PID has no long-term storage of estimated derivatives, because it works only on a window of recent data. Another result of working on a window of recent data is that estimated derivatives are not valid for the current flight condition. Instead, the estimates are correlated to averaged flight conditions over the data window. Also, the PID is only able to compute valid estimates with sufficient system excitation, so the estimates should not be used under certain conditions. For long-term storage and to fill in the gaps where PID results are not valid, the DCS has been added to the system to learn the estimated derivative corrections and recall instantaneous values for use in the SOFFT controller.

The DCS belongs to the class of topology representing networks with mixed unit insertions depending on approximation error and stimulus distance. A competitive, nonsymmetric Hebbian rule is used for topology learning, and an error-modulated Kohonen rule is used for center adaptation, in which the goal is a uniform distribution of resource values. The DCS has been used in a direct adaptive aircraft control method with favorable piloted simulation results.

The simulation data shown in this report come from a six-degree-of-freedom, flight validated, nonlinear simulation using modified second-order Runge-Kutta integration. Oblate Earth equations are used with a gravity model based on the Goddard Earth Model-10 and a standard day atmospheric model. Fixed-base, real-time, piloted flight and batch operation modes are available, and both are used for validation and verification of the research systems.

REAL-TIME PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION (PID)

A major goal for using PID in a real-time flight environment is to be able to calculate aerodynamic derivative information using typical pilot inputs and still obtain rapid convergence. As a result of using pilot inputs, enough system excitation might not always exist to calculate accurate answers, or calculated errors might be large, thus a measure of confidence in the derivatives is needed. Furthermore, the derivatives must be updated with respect to flight condition and aircraft configuration changes.

Postflight parameter identification methods can be used to calculate the same 26 aerodynamic stability and control derivatives estimated by the PTNN using independent stacked sine inputs to the surfaces to decouple the dynamic effects. Canards are symmetrically scheduled with angle of attack, and multiple surfaces are used for roll and yaw commands. These surface correlations cause difficulty in calculating independent surface contributions. To account for this difficulty, the number of derivatives estimated by the online PID was reduced to 13, and the other 13 derivatives are assumed known from the PTNN. This assumption creates an undesirable dependence on the PTNN for the individual derivative results, but because the focus is on the complete model using coordinated commands, the final result is acceptable.

The postflight version of the PID also works on the complete time history of data given to the system. To estimate derivatives for a specific flight condition, only that section of data would be given to the PID. Single averaged derivatives for that section of data would be output, whereas for the real-time system, derivatives must be updated as the flight condition changes. To perform the real-time updates, an adjustable data buffer stores the recent input information for the PID calculations. The lower size limit of
this buffer is driven by the amount of information needed for the PID to converge. The upper limit affects the response time of the PID and the ability of the PID to converge because of changing conditions. For all results presented in this report, a 10-second data buffer is used. Because the derivatives are actually an average over the data in the buffer, the PID also averages the flight conditions to use as independent inputs for DCS training. Because the PID is always running while the research system is active on the aircraft, the inputs are tested and limited to avoid numerical errors in the matrix inversion routines of the algorithm.

To determine the validity of the PID estimates for the current conditions, four types of tests are performed. The first two tests measure the standard and relative error calculated for each derivative. The third test checks for a sufficient amount of system excitation per axis. The fourth and final test requires that the system pass the standard error test for a specific number of frames before a derivative is considered valid for DCS training.\(^5\)

For the flight test, many parameters that control the various functions of the PID are read from a configuration file, allowing for tuning of the algorithm between flights without requiring software recompilation. Data buffer size, validity test limits, filter, and calibration values are variables included in the configuration file.

Figure 2 shows the F-15 IFCS piloted simulation flight profile used for open-loop PID testing. The flight consisted of an acceleration with pitch, roll, and yaw doublets approximately every 7 seconds followed by a smooth deceleration and three doublets at the end, all at a constant altitude. The Mach number ranged from 0.8 to 1.2, spanning the experimental envelope with the acceleration occurring in the first 175 seconds, followed by a deceleration back to initial conditions. For the plots presented here, highlighted portions of the profile indicate when the system was being excited by pilot inputs.

(a) Flight profile in experimental envelope. (b) Flight profile Mach number.

Figure 2. Simulation open-loop flight profile.
Data from this simulation are used to calculate the full 26 PTNN and 13 PID estimates. Figure 3 shows the PID estimate of the coefficient of pitching moment due to angle of attack, $C_{m\alpha}$, chosen because of the interesting dependence on Mach number. For all the simulation data plots, the PID is started from an initial state with an empty data buffer.

Figure 3. Simulation open-loop PID results.
The linear aerodynamic estimation shown in figure 3 is calculated using the aerodynamic model in the simulation and perturbing it to find the linear derivative for the current condition. This linear aerodynamic estimation is used as a comparison model.

As expected, the PID, PTNN, and linear aerodynamic estimates are very similar for this configuration, because the aircraft is in a healthy unmodified configuration. The pitch, roll, and yaw doublets during the acceleration and at the end of the run excite the system, allowing the PID to estimate the derivative with high confidence, marked by the PID valid points. During deceleration, the lack of inputs cause the PID estimate to become erratic and fail the validity tests. Because of the multi-axis pilot inputs, these results are common across all 13 of the PID-estimated derivatives.

For the simulation data presented in figure 4, an increment dependent on Mach number has been added to $C_{m_{\alpha}}$ in the aerodynamic model to simulate a poorly modeled, uncertain, or damage-influenced derivative. A similar profile is shown with a piloted acceleration during the first 270 seconds containing pitch, roll, and yaw doublets approximately every 10 seconds, and a smooth deceleration without the doublets at the end, all at a constant altitude.

As figure 5 shows, the PID estimate again is very close to the linear aerodynamic estimate with the modified aerodynamic characteristics, but because the PTNN is not an online learning system, it estimates the original unmodified derivative. For the control system flight-tested in 1999, the PTNN estimates were the only available information, and an aircraft modification such as this would cause degraded and possibly unstable flight characteristics. With the addition of the DCS, which acts as a long-term storage mechanism, the valid PID results can be saved and used to correct the PTNN values as derivative inputs to the SOFFT.

Figure 4. Simulation open-loop flight profile with modified aerodynamics.
Figure 4. Concluded.

(c) Flight profile altitude.  
(d) System excitation.

Figure 5. Simulation open-loop PID results with modified aerodynamics.
The role of the DCS is to use valid information from the PID to store and recall an estimate of the derivative increment based on the current flight conditions. The derivative increment learned by the DCS is the PID estimate minus an averaged PTNN estimate over the same PID window of data. The flight conditions and surface positions are average values corresponding to the window of data used by the PID to calculate the derivative estimate. When information is recalled from the DCS, flight conditions and surface positions are used as inputs, and the outputs are added to the instantaneous PTNN estimates and fed to the SOFFT controller. These corrected derivatives are used to update the model that is used by the controller to calculate surface gains.

To use the DCS as the online learning mechanism in this system, many modifications to the generic algorithm were necessary. The original DCS contained all 26 derivative increments in 1 very large network, resulting in extensive training time and undesirable interaction between different axes. An individual network for each derivative increment was deemed too computationally expensive, so the final configuration involved grouping the derivative increments by axis (the three moments, side force, and normal force) for a total of five networks. Creating additional difficulty is the fact that validity is independently calculated for each derivative increment, and all increments in an axis are not always valid at the same instant. Because training is important whenever a derivative increment is valid, if other derivative increments in that axis are invalid, they are marked as unknown so they will not adversely effect the network. All calculations are done on the current valid derivative increments only, and if none exist for that axis, no training is performed.

A very important ability of the network is to scale both the independent and dependent inputs before calculations are done. This ability allows for adjusting the importance of inputs for determination of errors, node addition location, and recall of derivative increments from the network. Typically, Mach number is scaled to be the most important, followed by angle of attack, with sideslip, altitude, and surface positions of lesser importance. The typical topology of the network mainly depends on the independent inputs as in a typical aerodynamic table formulation, but more nodes are also desirable in areas where the derivative increments are rapidly changing as in the transonic range. The scaling of the derivative increments is an involved process and very dependent on the input data used. Fortunately, like the PID, the DCS has a configuration file to adjust many of the important parameters including the scaling between flights. An initial set of scaling values has been chosen, but when in-flight testing begins, updates are expected for optimal performance.

Included in the configuration file are other values that can be independently modified per axis and affect the internal operation of the DCS. The way data are inserted into the training set and criteria for what data are inserted is controlled by two of the values in the configuration file. The error level for adding a new node, edge forgetting behavior, and amount of adaptation for best matching and neighboring nodes are also included. These values control the topology, size, speed, adaptability, and long-term storage behavior of the neural network.

All the network data are periodically saved during testing. Between runs the network can be reset to a zero condition, restored to a previously saved network, or allowed to continue training. Currently, when training occurs from a zero condition, and the first derivative increment is valid, all zero nodes are set to these initial values. For any derivative increments that are not valid, all nodes receive that increment set as soon as validity is achieved. This method decreases the initial response time of the DCS and eliminates
the condition of having nodes near the untrained zero condition. Before this modification was implemented, the recall data would occasionally jump to the insufficiently trained nodes, causing unfavorable results.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the network using an initial configuration file. The $C_{m_{\alpha}}$ increment is shown for the modified aerodynamic model at the same acceleration, deceleration, and constant altitude shown in figure 4 and was used to create figure 5. The goal of the DCS is to smoothly and quickly learn the derivative increments calculated by the PID and store that information. For valid derivative increments the network is trained and a recall is performed using only the independent variables. For invalid derivative increments only the recall is performed.

For this maneuver, the network is started from the zero state and ends with 19 nodes and 68 edges. On the smooth deceleration where the $C_{m_{\alpha}}$ derivative increment is not valid, the DCS recalls a value using the current conditions and surface positions. Figure 7 shows the comparison among the result of adding the recalled derivative increment to the PTNN estimate, the linear aerodynamic estimate, and the original PTNN estimate for the data shown in figure 4.
In a closed-loop configuration, the total estimate is sent to the SOFFT controller to update the model. Figure 7 illustrates how, at 4 seconds into the maneuver when the PID gives the DCS the first valid derivative increment, the total estimate quickly jumps to a value close to the linear aerodynamic estimate from the simulation. On the deceleration when the $C_{m\alpha}$ PID estimate is invalid because of insufficient frequency information, the DCS successfully recalls the correct derivative increment. The roughness during the excitation phase comes from the PTNN, which is dependent on aircraft states and surface positions. The total estimated derivative is simply the sum of the PTNN estimate and the DCS derivative increment estimate.

Figure 8 shows the total estimated $C_{m\alpha}$ as a function of Mach number. This figure illustrates the ability of the DCS to learn the valid derivative increment during the training portion of the flight and smoothly recall an estimate of the derivative increment when the PID estimates are invalid.
In early 2003, the F-15 aircraft was flown to obtain data for postflight analysis of the PID and DCS algorithms. These flights were conducted as a risk reduction step before the next phase in which the software will be moved onboard and run in real time in an open-loop configuration. The flight data used here are from a high-altitude acceleration followed by a fairly constant dynamic pressure decent to lower altitude, then a deceleration as shown in figure 9.

Four pitch, roll, and yaw doublets were executed by the pilot between 72 and 100 seconds into the test. Doublets were performed approximately every 5 seconds from 112 to 219 seconds, and from 243 to 298 seconds. Figure 10 shows the PID results.

During the first excitation section, the PID does not compute any valid points because of the rapidly changing flight conditions. The PID estimates are fairly accurate, but because the PID is working on a 10-second window of input data, and angle of attack, Mach number, and $C_{m\alpha}$ quickly change, higher standard errors are calculated. Valid data are seen for the first part of the second section and all of the third section, because data in the 10-second buffer are roughly at the same flight condition.
For the actual aircraft, generating a true value for the derivatives is much more difficult. For the initial analysis the close match between PTNN estimates and PID estimates suggests that the PID satisfactorily estimates the derivatives online. Because the PID uses 13 PTNN derivatives to calculate the other 13 derivatives online, further indepth examination of the results is a complex process. The major difficulty is that if the PTNN is incorrect, the derivatives calculated online by the PID will compensate for the inaccuracies. More indepth exploration of the quality of PID derivative estimates for flight data is presented in references 6 and 14. For the analysis shown here, the fact that valid derivatives can be calculated is essential, but further tuning might be necessary for better results.

Figure 9. Flight data open-loop flight profile.
Figure 10. Flight data open-loop PID results.

Figure 11 shows the DCS performance on the $C_{m_{\alpha}}$ derivative increment for the same flight maneuver shown in figure 9. Because the research portion of the initial flights were primarily conducted to gather data for PID analysis, DCS maneuvers comparable to those shown during the simulation data analysis are not available.

Figure 11. Flight data open-loop DCS results.
For this flight data the altitude and Mach number are constantly changing without returning to previous conditions; therefore, analyzing the learning of the DCS by looking only at the instantaneous recall results is difficult. To more accurately evaluate how well the DCS learns the derivative increment, the data are passed through the DCS twice, once with learning enabled and once with learning disabled. With learning enabled, the DCS is allowed to update the network as valid PID data are received and then estimates current derivatives using the independent inputs. For this data set 22 nodes and 70 edges are created during learning. With learning disabled, the DCS uses independent inputs to estimate current derivatives but does not update the network. The resulting performance can be analyzed by examining how well the DCS recalls the derivative increment for the same input values on which it was previously trained. The initial portion of the data and the second dip in the derivative are not learned by the DCS, because no valid derivative increments come through.

CLOSED-LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS

Closed-loop, piloted simulations have been executed to examine the effectiveness of the complete online learning system. The primary focus is to compare the nonlearning system (PTNN and SOFFT only) to the online learning system in terms of ability to adapt to a modified aerodynamic model. The major question to answer is, “Does the online learning system improve the performance of the SOFFT controller?” The performance of the SOFFT controller is determined by how well the desired model following characteristics are achieved. The specific case examined here shows the abilities of the two systems to match commanded pitch rate with actual pitch rate response of the closed-loop system.

Figure 12 shows a series of doublets without and with an aerodynamic increment added to $C_{m\alpha}$ before and after activation of the online learning portion of the system. During the first 5 seconds, the pilot performed a pitch doublet with the unmodified aerodynamics using the nonlearning system with only PTNN estimates to show initial performance of the system. At 5 seconds, the aerodynamic increment was inserted and another pitch doublet was performed, still using the nonlearning system. At 10 seconds into the run, the online learning was activated with one set of pitch, roll, and yaw doublets inserted for training purposes. After 20 seconds, a final pitch doublet was inserted to show the performance of the system with online learning activated. The complete run was executed at a fairly constant altitude and Mach number to simplify the analysis.

During the first 5 seconds, the PTNN estimate, which is the same as the total estimate for the nonlearning system, is fairly close to the linear aerodynamic estimate, because the unmodified aerodynamics are used. At 5 seconds, the aerodynamic increment is observed by the change in the linear aerodynamic estimate. During this portion of the test, the total derivative estimate is again the PTNN estimate. Because the total derivative estimate is significantly different from the linear aerodynamic estimate, the SOFFT control system aircraft plant model will be inaccurate, and, as a result, degraded flight qualities are expected. When the learning system is activated and the doublets adequately excite the system, the PID estimates the derivative increments, which are learned by the DCS and added to the PTNN estimates to obtain the total estimates. The learning system quickly corrects for the aerodynamic increment, sending the improved derivative estimate to the SOFFT controller to update the model.
Figure 12. Simulation closed-loop total estimated derivative.

Figure 13 shows the actual pitch rate of the system compared to the commanded pitch rate. The closed-loop results of the nonlearning and learning systems are observed for the complete system.

Figure 13. Simulation closed-loop pitch performance.
For the unmodified aerodynamics during the first doublet, the nonlearning system response is a fairly close match to the command. The second doublet shows that the nonlearning system has degraded control characteristics, and the response is significantly different from the command because of the aerodynamic modification. During the pitch, roll, and yaw doublets the online learning system immediately starts to improve the response of the aircraft. After exciting the system, the final pitch doublet shows excellent performance.

The performance improvement that occurs with the learning system and modified aerodynamics emphasizes that the PTNN does not exactly match the aerodynamic model in the standard simulation. As previously discussed, the suspected cause is that the PTNN was trained on an aerodynamic model using the original wind-tunnel model with rectangular engine nozzles. Although the PTNN is not perfectly accurate, the complete response of the online learning system compensates for both the PTNN inaccuracies and the modified aerodynamics, resulting in better performance than is achieved without learning.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The online real-time parameter identification (PID) algorithm and dynamic cell structure neural network (DCS) have been successfully integrated in preparation for flight demonstration. This indirect adaptive system has worked well in the open-loop simulation data and flight data cases and the closed-loop simulation tests. The PID has demonstrated the ability to estimate the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives in real time in the flight environment. The DCS has demonstrated the ability to efficiently and effectively train and recall the derivative increment information. As a complete system, the online PID algorithm and DCS have produced promising results in a closed-loop simulation environment. The online learning system is being installed on the F-15 research aircraft for open-loop, in-flight testing. During this phase of flight tests, different properties of the PID and DCS can be explored on and offline through modifying configuration files over various flight conditions and pilot maneuvers. In-flight performance of the PID can be analyzed for estimation accuracy and validity testing. Continued effort is needed, but with further testing and analysis this system has the potential for effective use in flight projects requiring adaptive flight control systems.
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